“I wanted to give everyone a hand
up for your hard work and love that
is going into all of the work for the
Charities.” Lamont Dozier

Lamont Dozier is
one of BMI’s most
honored songwriters
with over fifty-four
#1 hits for such
legendary artists
as the Supremes,
the Four Tops,
Marvin Gaye and
many others. As part
of the legendary
songwriting team
Holland-DozierHolland, Lamont
penned such
legendary songs as
“Baby I Need Your
Loving” (9 million
performances),
“Baby Love”
4 million
performances),
“How Sweet It Is
(to Be Loved by
You)” (7 million),
“I Hear a Symphony”
(4 million), “It’s the
Same Old Song”
(4 million), “Reach
Out I’ll Be There”
(5 million), “This
Old Heart of Mine
(Is Weak for You)”
(5 million), “Where
Did Our Love Go” (5
million), “You Can’t
Hurry Love” (8
million) and “You
Keep Me Hangin’
On” (5 million).

LAMONT
DOZIER

Lamont Dozier is
the #1 songwriter
in America. And for
every #1 song that
Lamont has written,
Lamont has also
produced it!

www.
lamontdozier
.com

WELCOME TO AWARENESS WEEK

CELEBRATING
5 YEARS

WWW.CHARITYDREAMGIRLS.CO.UK

DID YOU KNOW?
180,000 charities
exist in the UK and
Wales alone – many
suffer isolation,
unknown by their
community – sadly
facing closure.
5 years – the number
of years the Charity
Dreamgirls has
changed the face of
charity by raising
awareness for these
smaller, lesser known
charities.
36 million – the
number of
opportunities for the
public to view the
Dreamgirls’ 2010
Charity Partners.
£1m in media
coverage and nearly
£20,000 in funds
raised by the Charity
Dreamgirls & Friends
to date.

For Five
Years ...
... the Charity Dreamgirls have changed
the face of charity by creating unique,
accessible and entertaining events to
raise awareness and funds for smaller,
lesser known charities in the North.
With 180,000 charities registered in the
UK and Wales alone, without an
organisation at the forefront of awareness
raising, many smaller charities are left

isolated, unknown by the
community they operate in.
Each year, choosing 2 or 3 smaller
charities, the Dreamgirls & Friends create
high-profile events attracting media
attention, the message so poignant
celebrities are inclined to get involved.

Reading this wonderful programme, you may be
attending our Fashion Event, Vintage Cinema
Night, Never Mind The Buzzers Quiz, Yorkshire’s
Got Talent contest – or our amazing 5 Year
celebrity packed concert...or maybe a selection!
Whatever event you attend – a massive thank
you for your support. I understand as well as
anyone just how busy life can be and what a
challenging juggling act many of us have with
time and financial pressures.
Though time has flown, it’s been about 1825
days since initiating the start of The Charity
Dreamgirls with the development of a concert to
raise awareness for lesser known charities whilst
making it affordable and accessible for everyone
to get involved.
When I take a moment to look back – I am
delighted at the success and happiness the
organisation has created for the charities, the
people we work alongside and our own team of
volunteers and sponsors.
I am also brutally aware of how challenging it
has been at times, with over 180,000 deserving
charities in the UK and less time and money to go
around than ever. To that end, I would like to thank
everyone who is involved with The Charity
Dreamgirls and over our 5 years has helped in
some way. Though it would be impossible to
thank everyone – I would particularly like to thank
Rose Whitfield – our Secretary of 4 years and
Insight with Passion – our main sponsor. Without
the daily support of people like Rose or the team
at IWP – the CDG would simply not exist.
The Charity Dreamgirls & Friends offer the
opportunity for members of the community to
work together and assist charities to communicate
their message to a much bigger audience.
Whether appearing in front of 10,000 shoppers an

hour at The Trafford Centre (One of Europe's
biggest retail and leisure parks) - or singing our
hearts out at The Woolshops in Halifax – we work
morning, noon and night to pass on the messages
of our selected charities with entertainment, a
smile and in a positive way.
I would sincerely like to think that the next
stage of The Charity Dreamgirls will be to start to
initiate more unity between charities and work
with them to share their joint messages. I would
also like to see the organisation develop beyond
the North of England – though would certainly
always retain our Yorkshire roots.
I have the great support of the team I work
with – a very socially aware team who through the
business – Insight with Passion – made a very bold
decision to dedicate 20% of all our time, efforts,
and funds to charity and social enterprises. I am
extremely proud of them and grateful to them.
I could not do this without the support of my
family – and to them I am grateful. Personally, I
have been inspired by my family background to
always put back into society – and I only hope that
I can set a good example for my beautiful
daughter – so that she may be enthused to do
something when she is ready.
SO thank you once again for your support –
please do consider joining us in some way – our
volunteers offer anything from daily support – to
occasional support – and we appreciate every
hour of it. Our business supporters enjoy the
many benefits of not only supporting the charities
but working with the community to do it.
I look forward to seeing you again in our 6th
year...borrow a line from famous big thinker “To infinity and beyond”

WELCOME

Good evening – and an extremely warm welcome to our 5th
year as The Charity Dreamgirls & Friends – and what an
amazing week we have in-store – not just one event – but ﬁve.

Kate Hardcastle

WELCOME TO AWARENESS WEEK

RETAIL
TRUST

The only charity
that looks after all
3m people in retail
(from shopfloor
to boardroom)
Provides hardship
grants of £1m per
annum to people
who are working in
or have working in
the retail industry or
associated business
The Queen is their
patron
In 2008 they
celebrated 175 years
of the Retail Trust,
and also 60 years
of the Queen’s
patronage

Retail Trust is the principal
charity of the retail sector
that provides hardship grants of £1
million per annum to people who are
working in or have worked in the retail
industry or associated businesses.
We provide help and support to people
whatever challenges they face, including
home, family, health, finance or
work issues.
Retail Trust offers all of these services
completely free of charge to those
working in retail and is continually
expanding its services to help more
people in need.
History
In 1832, the appropriately named Thomas
Helps, an eminent trader with business in
the City of London, became the first
chairman of a society designed to aid
employees who worked in the wholesale
drapery sector - the Linen and Woollen
Drapers, Silk Mercers, Lacemen,
Haberdashers and Hosiers’ Institution.

WWW.RETAILTRUST.ORG.UK

The aim of this society was to build a
“confederacy of good feeling and right
principle” to support members of their
trade when they faced hard times.
Like the retail industry it serves, the
charity (now called Retail Trust) has had
to change and adapt over the years to
keep pace with a fast-changing industry.
Change has been necessary to ensure that
the charity is as relevant to people
working in retail today as it was almost
180 years ago.
We are honoured to have Her Majesty
The Queen as our Patron and in 2008 we
celebrated both 175 years of Retail Trust
and 60 years of The Queen’s patronage
with an event at St James’s Palace.
The Charity Dreamgirls partnered with
The Retail Trust, as we wanted to assist
them with spreading the word to the very
people that benefit from the charities – all
of the retail workers. Our events at The
Trafford Centre and Woolshops have
taken that message to 100,000’s extra
people.

FASHION
SHOW
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Our thanks go the
Venue in Halifax for
hosting our Fashion
Show.

Welcome to the launch
night of a fantastic week
of events ...
... hosted by the one and only Charity
Dreamgirls & Friends.
We know that you are vibrant,
fashionable and chic, so the Charity
Dreamgirls Catwalk Show will be right up
your street. Tuesday 4th October
promises to combine 10 amazing fashion
scenes, 3 very worthy causes and a whole
host of the most beautiful and generous
guests – that’s you!
Hosted at the most amazing location –
The Venue in Barkisland – designers from
around West Yorkshire are uniting for one
night to showcase their latest collections.
From charity shop chic to beautiful
occasion wear there is accessible fashion
for everyone – modelled by the real
people of Yorkshire on our People’s
Catwalk.

Sit back, enjoy the show, even buy a
new outfit or accessory, and make sure
you enter our fantastic raffle for the
opportunity to win some fabulous prizes
(including a live makeover for one lucky
person on the night)!
Thanks!

Jen
x
Jenny Tomlinson, Supporter of Charity
Dreamgirls & member of the Insight with
Passion team (main sponsors)

SUPERMODELS THROUGH THE DECADES
CAN YOU NAME THEM ALL?

Source:
www.harpersbazaar.
com

Timings
7.30pm
Arrival where you will be met on the
door by a Charity Dreamgirls volunteer
8pm
Introduction to the evening by our
gorgeous compere
8.05pm
The fashion show begins
Scene 1 – Kevan Jon
Scene 2 – Shoushi at the Crystal Rooms
Scene 3 – Left Bank
Scene 4 – Simply Devine
Scene 5 – Kevan Jon
8.45pm – Interval and live makeover
9.15pm
Scene 6 – Farah Pop Vintage
Scene 7 – RSPCA
Scene 8 – Shoushi at the Crystal Rooms
Scene 9 – Left Bank
Scene 10 – Kevan Jon
10pm
Finish

TUESDAY 4TH OCTOBER • THE VENUE HALIFAX

FASHION
SHOW
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Our Sponsors
Our thanks go the
Venue in Halifax for
hosting our Fashion
Show.

Main sponsor

Woolshops, Halifax

The Vinery Hair Salon, Zaira Cantara (make up), Kevan Jon, Simply Devine,
Shoushi at the Crystal Rooms, The Left Bank, Farah's Fabulous Vintage,
kjkjSavingFace Jewellery, Forward Ladies, Insight with Passion,
RM Studios (photography), The Venue

The first Charity
Dreamgirls concert
back in 2007

FASHION
SHOW

Please feel free to
browse around our
stalls or purchase
raffle tickets from
one of our wonderful
volunteers at any
point during the
evening.

B

TUESDAY 4TH OCTOBER • THE VENUE HALIFAX

WILLOW
FOUNDATION

A national charity
established in 1999
by Arsenal legend
Bob Wilson and his
wife Megs in
memory of their
daughter
Special days offer
much needed time
out from the stresses
of living with a lifethreatening
condition, a chance
to feel normal and
to create happy
memories.
The Willow
Foundation provides
more than 100
special days every
month for seriously
ill 16-40 year olds.
The charity relies
upon the support of
individuals,
companies and
trusts to fund these
special days.

The Willow Foundation is
the only charity of its kind
providing special days
for seriously ill 16 to 40 year
olds throughout the UK
Special days
Special days aim to give seriously ill 16 to
40 year olds a break from the stress and
difficult realities of diagnosis and
treatment. They offer the chance to spend
quality time with family and friends doing
something they will all enjoy and creating
precious memories.

WWW.WILLOWFOUNDATION.ORG.UK

The charity defines seriously ill as any
condition that is life-threatening. This
includes cancer, motor neuronedisease,
cystic fibrosis, Duchenne muscular
dystrophy, Huntington’s, organ failure and
many others. All applications must meet
the charity’s medical criteria and be
endorsed by a medical professional
involved in the individual’s care.
Willow strives to create a unique and
unforgettable day that is tailored to the
needs and dreams of every beneficiary.
He or she chooses exactly what they
would like to do on their special day and
Willow aims to meet and, wherever
possible, exceed their expectations,
making the day truly special and
memorable.

Telephone:
01707 259777
Email:
info@
willowfoundation
.org.uk

Some of the most popular special day
requests to date have included: West End
shows and pop concerts; tickets to
sporting events such as Premiership
football and International rugby; trips to
the country and city breaks; days at health
spas; driving experiences and family days
out to top UK attractions.
Following a discussion with the
beneficiary and their family, the charity
takes care of every arrangement,
including transport, to ensure a stress free
and enjoyable day for all.
To date, Willow has provided more
than 6,500 special days for seriously ill
young people.

WILLOW
FOUNDATION

Whether you choose
to take part in a
marathon, make a
regular donation
from your salary or
hold or attend an
event, we are
extremely grateful for
your support.

How it all began
The Willow Foundation was founded in
1999 by Bob and Megs Wilson as a lasting
memorial to their daughter, Anna, who
died of cancer aged 31.
Bob Wilson is the former Arsenal and
Scotland goalkeeper and TV presenter.
Anna battled cancer for five years. Yet
it was during these years that she, her
family and friends, experienced some of
their most memorable moments and
quality times - treats, days out, concert
trips and time simply spent together.
The charity's name, Willow, stems
from Anna's nickname and its aim is to
replicate the positive impact special days
had on both Anna and her family for other
seriously ill 16 to 40 year olds throughout
the UK.

OUR CHARITIES

VINTAGE
CINEMA
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Our thanks go the
Media Centre in
Huddersfield for
hosting our Vintage
Cinema.

Welcome everyone!
Fancy a classic movie ...
...walking down the red carpet, knocking
shoulders with the stars and being
transported back to the 60s?
This is a night that will capture the
magical essence of a 1960s cinema, reliving the days when going to the cinema
was the highlight of the month. After
walking down the red carpet and being
photographed by the paparazzi take time
to sit back, relax with a vintage cocktail
and enjoy our screening of a classic!
Soak up the atmosphere and help the
Charity Dreamgirls raise awareness and
funds for our charity partners – with a
suggested donation of just £5 you’ll be in
vintage heaven!

“A girl can't read
that sort of thing
without her lipstick.”
Breakfast at Tiffanys

Tanya
x

Tanya Haigh, Supporter of Charity
Dreamgirls & member of the Insight with
Passion team (main sponsors)

RARE VERSIONS OF CLASSIC MOVIE
POSTERS YOU MAY NEVER HAVE SEEN

Source:
itthing.com

7pm
Arrive

VINTAGE
CINEMA

Timings
7:30pm
Screening of the film
8:30pm
INTERVAL (time to get drinks, freshen up
and buy raffle tickets!)
9:00pm
Second half of the film
10:00pm
Last drinks and a fond farewell
10:30pm
Close

Thank you to
our sponsors
The Media Centre for donating the venue
Howkel Carpets for donating the
glamorous red carpet

WEDNESDAY 5TH OCTOBER • MEDIA CENTRE HUDDERSFIELD

OVERGATE
HOSPICE

Overgate Hospice
needs your help…
Every day we need
to raise £5,000 and
we couldn’t do it
without the help
of individuals,
companies,
organisations –
people like you –
raising money for us.
Come and join us on
one of our events,
join the lottery,
get your company to
nominate us as their
Charity of The Year,
shop in one of our
nine shops or
simply make a
donation; your help
and support is
always appreciated.

The Overgate Hospice is a
charity that has been
providing specialist
palliative care
for adults who have life-limiting,
advanced or progressive illnesses for
nearly twenty years. The care the charity
provides not only helps the patient, but
also offers support to their family, friends
and carers.
The philosophy of the hospice’s care
means that the patient’s priorities are
respected and they make it a personal aim
to enable them to achieve personal goals.
By offering a multitude of services,
Overgate are able to provide care beyond
the reaches of the Hospice building, in
Elland.
The in-patient unit within the hospice
has 12 specialist palliative care beds, the
Clinical Team provide specialist

WWW.OVERGATEHOSPICE.ORG.UK

assessment, symptom control and
rehabilitation and terminal care for their
patients. This vital support and treatment
has meant that a majority of patients at
the In-patient unit are able to return home.
Alongside their specialist medical
treatment, Overgate go above and
beyond to ensure all aspects of support
are provided to their patients. Every
patient has access to other services such
as complementary therapy, social work,
counselling and spiritual care.
Their Day Hospice offers a warm,
friendly and caring environment with a
range of facilities that helps patients and
carers to adjust to the physical and
psychological demands of their illness
by offering social and emotional support.

Telephone:
01422 379151
Email:
jenni.feather@
overgatehospice
.nhs.uk

A Chaplaincy Team are available for
patients who wish to speak to them, and
other simple services such as a threecourse lunch with dietary needs catered
for make days easier for their patients.
For an accessible way to get advice on
new symptoms, drug conversion or end
of life care pathways, the Specialist
Palliative Care Team provide an advice
line on all of these issues and more. This
is a crucial service that quite often helps
resolve problems or prevent them from
escalating.
Despite doing such an amazing job, the
Hospice always encourage users of their

OVERGATE
HOSPICE

Thank you for your
support and we look
forward to hearing
from you soon

service to provide detailed feedback so
they can ensure that care at Overgate is
consistently of the highest standard.
The hospice receives support through
their community, who help with
fundraising and volunteering in all
aspects of hospice life. Dreamgirl, Kate
Hardcastle is delighted to be supported
such a vital cause “Overgate are a
fantastic charity, the support they provide
to their patients is second to none, the
Dreamgirls are honoured to be helping
raise awareness for the valuable work
they do each and every day.”

OUR CHARITIES

in a variety of genres and has had a
diverse career in the music industry that
has led her to become the fabulous new
Charity Dreamgirl last year.
Originally from Hull, Jenny moved to
Leeds in 2003 to follow her dreams in
becoming a musician, and undertook a
BA Degree in Jazz Studies where she was
awarded the Leeds College of Music prize
for her singing in the Jazz and Popular
Style category in 2006.
Jenny currently performs across the
UK with a rich variety of ensembles,
including the self-named Jenny Smith
Quintet, featuring the talented Jim Corry
who has worked with the likes of Corinne
Bailey Rae and Jamiroqui. Jenny also
features in the all-girl a’cappella group
Solaris, Al Morrison’s Blues Experience
and the Derrick Harris Organ Trio.

JENNY
SMITH

Jenny Smith
is a talented
and versatile
vocalist

Her career has brought her many
exciting opportunities, Jenny’s credits
include touring with the theatre show
‘Swing Fever’, providing backing vocals
for Juliet Roberts and Marisa Turner, and
the lead vocals with the Al Wood Big
Band.
As the fifth Dreamgirl to join the
organisation, Jenny is excited to be part
of the team “The Charity Dreamgirls is
such a fantastic project. It’s a great show,
and a great way to raise awareness and
funds for smaller, lesser known charities.
It’s a real privilege to work with such a
committed team, Kate Hardcastle is an
absolute inspiration.”
The Charity Dreamgirls and friends
look forward to Jenny’s debut on our big
stage at the 5 years of magic concert!

Jenny
x

THE CHARITY DREAMGIRLS • JENNY SMITH
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MUSIC
QUIZ

Fingers on buzzers ...
Our thanks go the
Cotton Factory in
Huddersfield for
hosting our Music
Quiz.

Thanks to Jonathan
Emery of Vector
Photography for his
help on the evening
www.
vector-photography
.com

... and get ready to experience the music
pub quiz – Charity Dreamgirls style.
Taking huge influence from popular tv
quiz show Never Mind the Buzzcocks, we
aim to bring out the competitive side in
businesses, organisations and individual
teams, all in aid of charity.
Put your music knowledge to the test
through varied rounds of frantic fun and
celebrity DJ questions.
Big thanks to all the teams competing
tonight and taking part in our special
week of events.

Paul

Paul Buckley, Supporter of Charity
Dreamgirls & member of the Insight with
Passion team (main sponsors)

THE TOP 5 NEVER MIND THE BUZZCOCKS
GUESTS - CAN YOU NAME THEM ALL?

Source:
Dave TV

MUSIC
QUIZ

THURSDAY 6TH OCTOBER • COTTON FACTORY HUDDERSFIELD

In addition to being an experienced
vocalist, she plays the violin and is an
accomplished pianist. Kate teaches both
piano and singing and is also a talented
arranger and recently wrote the score for
a new musical adaptation of Pinocchio
starring Liam Mower. Kate writes all the
music for Celtic Sirens, a vocal quartet
singing traditional folk songs and is
currently in the process of writing the
musical arrangements for a new theatre
production.
Kate is often asked to accompany
many artists from the West End including
Daniel Coll, Ireland’s Sinead Brennan and
Welsh soprano Debbie Manuel.

KATE
PETERS

Kate Peters is a versatile
musician, writing and
recording her own material
Kate works extensively as a session
singer and recording artist. Her vocals
have been used on television including
Heartbeat, Emmerdale, The Royal and
numerous radio adverts in the USA. She
has recorded tracks with Shed Seven’s
Fraser Smith, backing vocals on albums
for ‘D’Nile’, ‘Serf’ and ‘Rick Witter and the
Dukes’. Kate is part of the electronic
dance act ‘MUNKIE’ who have completed
3 successful albums most recently ‘Dark
Corners’. She has also recorded for both
Hed Kandi and Judge Jules and is the
voice behind the track ‘Heavenly’ (Alex
M.O.R.P.H and Woody van Eyden).
Since becoming a Charity Dreamgirl,
Kate has had the privilege of working with
both Jaki Graham, the X Factor’s Laura
White, and Soul & Motown legend,
Roachford.

Kate P
x
THE CHARITY DREAMGIRLS • KATE PETERS

OUR
TIMELINE

2007

IN THE
BEGINNING ...

In 2007 Kate Hardcastle founded the Charity
Dreamgirls, an organisation built by and for the
community. The initial idea swept across Yorkshire
and the originating members communicated the
‘big idea’ to a captive audience.

Kate, Hannah & Lisa
started to organise a
fundraising concert
in 2007. With no
funding, they used a
network of contacts
to create a ‘Blues
Brothers style’
reunion concert.
After hitting the
harsh realisation that
this was not getting
any pick up from the
press, or indeed the
public – Kate
Hardcastle (founder)
wrote to over 700
household names
and asked them to
appear at the
concert.

2008
2008 saw the creation of
the Charity Dreamgirls
committee – truly
establishing them as a
community project. With
solid foundations in
Yorkshire the organisation
began to grow regionally,
branching out
into the North West.
2009
In 2009 the creation of the Dreamstars targeted a
younger generation, the Dreamgirls also
achieved their first international press coverage.
The Dreamgirls & Friends started to help other
organisations with development, having been
through the learning curve themselves.

The Charity
Dreamgirls was
born ...
2010

2010 saw the Charity Dreamgirls soar, now needing daily
support from volunteers as the organisation thrives. Webhits
reach into the hundreds, peaking into thousands on major event
days. The achievements are a testament to the volunteers who
have created an organisation that is here to stay.

2011
In 2011 the Charity Dreamgirls have
reached their 5th anniversary. Now
transforming the fortunes of Overgate
Hospice, Willow Foundation and Retail
Trust, the Dreamgirls & Friends are
celebrating 5 Years of Magic. Their
Awareness Week will see the
community united through vibrant
events and exclusive celebrity
collaborations.
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... into a loving family with a huge passion
for music throughout the generations.
Many weekends saw Kate performing
with her cherished grandfather – a semiprofessional singer.
It was actually at secondary school that
Kate ventured into the school music
rooms – and life was never to be the same
again.
There Kate auditioned for the school
band and enjoyed making friends
including Hannah & Lisa, rehearsing
passionately and performing in one of the
areas most talented & dynamic youth
bands. Concerts ranged from the Victoria
Theatre to the school assembly, but Kate
was tenacious and never missed a gig.
It was as her A Levels loomed that Kate
discovered her passion for media and
marketing.
When the opportunity arose for the
Fabulous BB Kings to have a manager,
Kate stepped up to the challenge at only
18 – striking deals with the likes of Sky TV
and Harley Davidson.
Career wise, Kate has reached some
dizzy heights, with 18 professional awards
under her belt including the coveted
National award for Young Marketer of The

Year and nominations
for Yorkshire Woman
of the Year and
Marketer of the Year.
Her love of business
success has seen Kate
launch her own
dynamic business in
partnership with Richard
Gomersall – Insight with
Passion, turning vision
into value, and delivering
great results.
Kate is a devoted mum
and family member, and a
founder and Chairwoman of
the Charity Dreamgirls and
has also lead fundraising and
awareness growth projects with
many charities. She takes all of
her responsibilities very seriously
only committing to something if she
can give it 100% – and is delighted
with the success of The Charity
Dreamgirls.

Kate
x

KATE
HARDCASTLE

In 1976, a little girl was
born in Huddersﬁeld ...

www.whoiskatehardcastle.co.uk
www.insightwithpassion.co.uk
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JON
CHAMBERLAIN

OUR MUSICAL DIRECTOR

For more
information about
Jon Chamberlain
please visit his
website:
www.
jonchamberlain
.net

Our musical
Director,
Jon Chamberlain
graduated in 2004 with BMus(Hons) in
Jazz with Contemporary Music (1st class),
with joint majors in performance and
composition.
As well as working as MD for the
Charity Dreamgirls, Jon has also been
Musical Director on Viking Line cruises,
has played keyboards on the official
touring musicals of ‘7 Brides for 7
Brothers’, ‘Annie’ and ‘Hello Dolly’, and
plays with ‘Get Funked’ one of the UK’s
top party bands.
Jon has an extremely varied
background in music and relishes any
new challenge.
In addition to his extensive
performance experience, Jon is busy as a
composer/arranger and he is currently
putting together a publishing company
with other Leeds-based musicians Jon
Melville and David Beebee. ‘The Music
Pie’ will be on-line very soon so head over
to www.themusicpie.com and hear the
music!

OUR
MUSICIANS

JON
MarLEY

Matt
MOrgaN

aL
MOrrIsON

www.johnmarley
music.com

www.paradiddle.co.uk

www.myspace.com/
almorrisonmusic

BASS

rOb
MItchELL

SAxOPHOne/HeAD
OF BRASS
www.myspace.com/
robinmitchelljazz

DRUmS

JON
MELVILLE

GUITAR

OTHeR
PeRFORmeRS &
mUSICIAnS WILL Be
JOInInG US FOR
OUR exCITInG
COnCeRT AnD We
THAnK THem FOR
THeIR SUPPORT.
PLeASe CHeCK OUR
WeBSITe FOR THeIR
BIOGRAPHIeS AnD
DeTAILS

SAxOPHOne

www.jonmelville.com

OUR MUSICIANS

ROLL OF
HONOUR

“Great things are not done by
impulse, but by a series of small
things brought together.”
Vincent van Gogh
JON CHAMBERLAIN who has provided his
expertise as a Musical Director this
year and who’s commitment and
professionalism is unchallenged.
Also thanks to ROB MITCHELL who
assists with many important musical
arrangements and KATE PETERS & JENNI
SMITH for vocal arrangement.
Our business supporters:
LIFE SUPPORTERS
The following businesses have supported
INSIGHT WITH PASSION - award nominated
for dedicating 20% of all the team
efforts to charity and community organisations
- The Charity Dreamgirls simply could not exist
without the teams support and sponsorship.
A Massive Thank you
Thank you to the WOOLSHOPS and
THE TRAFFORD CENTRE who we look
forward to working with over future
events.
Thank you to both Yorkshire Bank and
Yorkshire Building Society for
sponsoring recent Charity Dreamgirl
events.

A huge thanks to Andy Bean who as part of many local amateur dramatic
organisation, recognises the importance of
community projects - and with
members of the Halifax YMCA Pantomime
Society have supported the Charity
Dreamgirls/
We would also like to
thank HERITAGE MILLS
for the loan of their venues.
Paul Buckley at Insight with Passion for
his design work and the rest of the team
for their support and expertise,
especially Jenny Tomlinson, Charlotte Cody
and Richard Gomersall
Our sound and PA hire at smaller events
has been provided without charge by
Events Entertainment
(www.events-entertainment.info)
Roebuck & Holmes LTD - joinery
and shop fitting contractors - for their
expertise and production of stage props
Deputy Mayor & Mayoress of Calderdale
Rose Whitfield & the team at First Direct
Jon from Firstake Photography
Bev and her team at A Little Bit of Eden
Mandy Barwick @ Bibis, Leeds
Mat Haslam & Gemma Ashcroft
WH Smiths, Halifax

DaVE
FErgUsON

aNNE &
DaVE KEMP

rOsE
WhItFIELD

Former international
cyclist wanted to help
the Dreamgirls after
seeing the concert. www.
davefergusoncycles.com

Anne & Dave are
reaching retirement, so
wanted to do something
worthwhile.

is the Charity Dreamgirls
committee secretary.
To sponsor, advertise, or
to make a money donation,
email rosefordreamgirls
@hotmail.co.uk

Simply email us with
your details or how
you think you can
help out:

OUR
COMMITTEE

WE
NEED
YOU,
YOU,
YOU!

contact@
charitydreamgirls
.co.uk
and we’ll get back to
you with information
on our next friendly
coffee and biscuitfilled meetings.
Donations can
be made online
at:
www.
charitydreamgirls
.co.uk

JacKIE
O’rEILLY

DaNIELLE
MOULsON

JaNEt
cOLLINs

MartYN
O’rEILLY

Jackie was born into
always thinking of
helping those less
fortunate.

Brings over 9 years
experience in hairdressing
salons (including her
own business ‘Elegance
hair and make up’) to
the Dreamgirls events.

Janet saw the ﬁrst
Dreamgirls show and
knew she wanted to
get involved.
http://skiptonmillshop.
bttradespace.com

Martyn has been
involved with some form
of community/charity
work for over 40 years.

OUR COMMITTEE

TALENT
SHOW

Our judges have
been hand-picked
from tv and radio
for the talent show.

The Charity Dreamgirls
know that Yorkshire’s got
talent ...
... so what better way to celebrate it than
by taking over an iconic venue for an
evening of entertainment-experiencing,
talent-judging, raffle-winning fun?
On the 7th October the Dreamgirls
celebrity judging panel, including;
Emmerdale's Sophie Powles and Tanya
Vital, Coronation Street's Scott Wright,
Radio Leeds Queen Liz Green and the
Dreamgirls founder Kate Hardcastle, will
judge some of Yorkshire's hottest talent,
all in the name of charity. Our 8
spectacular acts include; an Orientale
Dance Company, 3 amazing female

vocalists, a very talent male soloist, one
fantastic Irish harp player, a high-energy
dance troupe and a surprise opening
guest act.
Sit back, relax, or get up and dance to
the music, and help us to raise awareness
and funds for 3 fantastic charities.
Thanks and enjoy the show!”

Charlotte
x
Charlotte Cody, Supporter of Charity
Dreamgirls & member of the Insight with
Passion team (main sponsors)

THE TOP 5 HIGHEST EARNERS FROM
THE X-FACTOR. CAN YOU NAME THEM?

Source:
Dave TV

Guest Act: Cherie's Melody

TALENT
SHOW

Talent Show
Acts

Act 1: Kashelle Taylor
Act 2: Jordan Blakeley
Act 3: Jonathan Wormald
INTERVAL
Act 4: Orientale Dance Company
Act 5: MalfunKtion
Act 6: Berni Byrne
Act 7: Nina G
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TALENT
SHOW

Our Judges
Our judges have
been hand-picked
from tv and radio
for the talent show.

LIZ grEEN

taNYa VItaL

Liz Green is a DJ on BBC
Radio Leeds and hosts
talkshow Liz Green Live
on weekdays. Debates
on this vary through a
wide range of subjects,
usually headlining, a
heavier subject, followed
by a lighter subject.

Tanya has worked on a
number of familiar shows
with a several award
winning producers,
directors and writers.
From BBC comedies
such as Kerching!, Ideal
& We Are Klang to her
most recent appearance
in ITV's Emmerdale.

scOtt
WrIght

KatE
harDcastLE

Scott started his acting
career in Coronation
Street playing series
regular Sam Kingstonand
now hosts his own
weekly radio show.

Founder of the Charity
Dreamgirls, Kate has
managed and appeared
in several bands,
alongside a career
as an award-winning
businesswoman.
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sOPhIE
intro
POWLEs
Sophie Powles is an
English actress most
famous for her role as
Holly Barton in the ITV
soap opera Emmerdale.

“Hide not your
talents. They for
use were made.
What's a sundial
in the shade?”

He spends his time helping young people
to develop confidence and ability as
performers. He has conducted his own
piece at the Royal Albert Hall, where it
was performed by a choir of 500 children.
He has also conducted 750 children at the
Symphony Hall in Birmingham and is the
founding conductor of the Beverley Early
Music Festival Schools Chorus.
Sam has written songs for the BBC and
for Music for Youth and regularly runs
songwriting projects in schools, prisons
and residential homes. Sam has
presented concerts at Symphony Hall and
the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden,
as well as hosting festivals in Yorkshire
and beyond. As a performer he has a
varied career; singing in a new piece for
Opera North, singing songs in trees for
theatre company Wilson + Wilson,
winning awards at fringe festivals as a

SAM
DUNKLEY

Sam Dunkley is a
community musician,
singer, composer and
presenter

folk singer and singing songs from
musicals. Sam founded Performing Arts
etc, an innovative company which gives
young people the opportunity to explore
performance skills and gain confidence
through the performing arts. The
company ran 3 Summer School etc
projects in Yorkshire and Birmingham,
working with more than 100 children aged
7 - 14. Sam is pleased to support the
Charity Dreamgirls!

Sam

Performing Arts etc
offer a range of
projects which allow
young people to
explore, develop
and show their skills
and talents. We
create a supportive
environment where
participants in our
projects feel safe and
able to express
themselves. We are
able to develop
projects specifically
to meet your needs.
If you can’t find what
you need email:
info@
performingartsetc
.co.uk
www.
performingartsetc
.co.uk

WWW.SAMDUNKLEY.CO.UK

OUR PATRONS

JAKI
GRAHAM

Our Patron, popular 80s
sensation Jaki Graham

Jaki Graham is a
staple of the Soul
and Motown scene,
having 6 incredibly
successful albums.
www.
jaki-graham
.com

is an established household name in the
R&B and dance music circuit. Among her
chart entries were hits such as ‘Could It
Be I’m Falling in Love,’ ‘Round and
Round,’ and ‘Set Me Free’ all of which
placed in the Top Ten. Jaki also made
appearances on releases by other artists,
lending her sensual vocals to tracks by
UB40, Kim Wilde, Paul Hardcastle, and
Afrika Bambaataa.
As well as her star status in the U.K.,
Jaki enjoyed international success in the

States with the dance audience, including
scoring a massive hit with her version of
Chaka Khan’s ‘Ain’t Nobody.’ 2010 was
another exciting year for Jaki as it saw the
rerelease of her sensational ‘Breaking
Away’ album as a limited edition.
Jaki has been our patron for some time
now and is an amazing supporter of our
work. She has performed at numerous
Dreamgirl events and we feel so lucky
that she is a consistent part of our charity.
Jaki is a caring and understanding
individual, and she touches the heart of
each and every person she meets which
makes her a perfect candidate to offer
comfort and support to our selected
charities.
Jaki is loved by everyone who meets
her – our committee are always in awe
when she is around – in fact; we describe
her as our ray of pure sunshine.

is a household name in the North and has
an ever-growing sphere of influence. Terry
is well known for his appearances on
popular television programmes such as
Channel 4’s ‘Secret Millionaire’, ‘Two
Queens and a Castle’, and winner of
Channel Five’s ‘Britain’s Best Home’
(2008), and has a wide and varied range
of other successes.
Born and raised on the notorious
Wyther Park Council Estate in Leeds set
Terry in good stead to become no
shrinking violet. His rising ambition never
waned and his presentation skills soon
became apparent when even at the age of
12, he started interviewing famous people
as a hobby.
In 1993 Terry and his partner Michael
Rothwell relaunched the title of Mr Gay

UK running the competition at various
clubs across England. Grand Finals were
held all over the country with the first at
Flamingos in Blackpool and featured a
host of celebrity judges. This pattern
continued with finals being hosted by the
likes of Lily Savage, Denise van Outen
and more.
With almost instant success, and with
an equally strong and ambitious partner
as Michael Rothwell, the two have delved
into further exciting developments.
Taking on board that old saying of ‘Put
your money into bricks and mortar’ they
have invested in property all over Leeds
and beyond and own a selection of
popular bars and nightclubs across the
city.
Terry has been a Charity Dreamgirls
supporter from the start and we are
honoured to have him as our patron.

TERRY
GEORGE

Self-made entrepreneur
businessman, our patron
Terry George

Following a personal tragedy in 2005, Terry decided to set up
www.gonetoosoon.org – a free memorial website that pays tribute to lost loved
ones. The site has over 60,000 memorials, enjoys 12 million visits per month and
aims to offer care and support to those that have lost someone close to them.
www.gonetoosoon.org www.terrygeorge.co.uk

OUR PATRONS

RICKY
VALANCE

5 YEARS OF MAGIC

‘Movin’ Away’
b/w ‘Lipstick on
your lips’ (No. 1
Scandinavia) (Top 50)

RICKY
VALANCE

With ‘Tell Laura I Love Her’,
Ricky achieved Silver, Gold
and Platinum discs

‘Tell Laura I Love
Her” b/w ‘Once Upon
A Time’ (UK Number
One)

‘Jimmy’s Girl’ b/w
‘Only the young’
(Top 50)
‘Why Can’t We’ b/w
‘Fisherboy’(Top 50)

as he soared to the top of the British Hit
Parade, reaching the coveted Number
One position on the 29th September,
1960.
‘Tell Laura’ entered the Top 50 on
August 25th, and a month later knocked
The Shadows and ‘Apache’ off the Top
Spot. ‘Tell Laura’ remained in the charts
for a total of 16-weeks, holding on to
Number One for three of them. Ricky was
up against some stiff competition at the
time from more established artists such
as Cliff Richard, Eddie Cochran, The Every
Brothers and even Elvis. A tremendous
feat for an artist's first recording.
Unfortunately, that’s all that many
people think that Ricky did but, in fact, he
continued to make records for Columbia
for a further two years, charting not only
in the UK but also having Hits further

away from his homeland, such as in
Holland, Germany, Sweden, Japan and
Australia, to name but a few. ‘Tell Laura’
was such a huge hit, selling more than
seven million copies Worldwide, that it
was hard act to follow, the result being
that success on such a scale would
forever elude him.
In recent years, Ricky has shown to
audiences all over the world that he has
nothing to prove. He has lost none of the
vitality that he enjoyed back in the 60’s.
He is fit, slim and more-or-less unaffected
by the passage of time. Oh, if only we
could all say the same for ourselves!
And, if his voice has changed at all
then it has matured to a rich fullness
which Ricky projects with tremendous
effect in his act as he gets to grip with a
combination of Rock’n’Roll, Country and
soft, tender ballads.

‘Bobby’ b/w ‘I want to
fall in love’
‘Don’t Play Number
9’ b/w ‘At Times Like
These’ (Top 50)
‘Try to forget her’
b/w ‘Till the final
curtain falls’
‘Never had a chance’
b/w ‘it’s not true’
‘Six Boys’ b/w ‘face
in the crowd’
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CHIP
HAWKES

Chip Hawkes (born
Leonard Donald
Stanley Hawkes on
November 2, 1945)
started his
professional music
career in 1962 with
“The Horizons”. The
band featured Chip
on bass & Rod Evans
on vocals (who later
became the original
singer for “Deep
Purple”). Like many
other young
musicians such as
The Beatles, The
Searchers, Cliff
Bennett, etc., The
Horizons learned
their craft in
Germany (Hamburg,
etc.).

Chip Hawkes
Chip joined “Brian Poole & The
Tremeloes” in late 1965 and this format
went on for about 1 year. Brian embarked
on a solo career which eventually led to
them splitting. Chip & Alan Blakely found
the song “Here Comes My Baby” written
by Cat Stevens which proved to be their
first global hit and first US success.
“Brian Poole & The Tremeloes” hits were
restricted predominantly in the UK,
Sweden & Denmark.
Over the next 6 to 7 years, “The
Tremeloes” produced worldwide hits such
as “Silence Is Golden” (which reached #1
all over the world including the US).
Many of the hits were penned by Chip.
In 1974 Chip left the band and was
signed by RCA to record in Nashville,
Tennessee. He & his young family lived
there for 5 years. In 1979 Chip reformed
“The Tremeloes” and moved back to the
UK. “The Tremeloes” continued touring
all over Europe until 1988 when Chip left
the band to concentrate on the musical

5 YEARS OF MAGIC

career of his eldest son, Chesney, who
had a massive global hit with “The One &
Only” written by Nik Kershaw.
Chip was not cut out to be a manager
at all and after about 2 years of not doing
live gigs he formed his own group “The
Chip Hawkes Band” and toured with them
very successfully all over Europe in the
90’s.
In 2003 Chip formed “The Class Of
‘64” and found a new lease on life. The
band included Mick Avory (“The Kinks”) &
Eric Haydock (“The Hollies”), allowing
Chip to perform classics such as
“Waterloo Sunset” & “The Air That I
Breathe” along with all The Tremeloes
hits. Unfortunately, the band with this
format ran its course after 4 years. Chip &
the boys went their separate ways.
Although Chip still uses the name “The
Class Of ‘64” for exclusive gigs.
Recently, Chip has found another lease
on life. The demand for him as a solo
artist has been huge in Europe as well as
the US. He has toured with Gerry
Marsden stateside & in the UK, with
Brian Poole in the UK & with Dominic
Kirwan in the UK. Chip will be touring
again with Gerry Marsden in the autumn.
Chip is planning to return to the States to
tour as well.

CHIP
HAWKES
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TERRY
CHRISTIAN
I have followed
Terry Christian’s
career for many
years, and I felt he
would be an
amazing presenter
to talk our audience
through the 50
decades on music
on stage tonight.
I am extremely
grateful to Terry
for joining us”
Kate Hardcastle,
Founder

Terry Christian is an icon of
British media.
His TV work includes Channel 4's late
night Youth Entertainment show The
Word as well as presenting shows for
VH1, MTV, Channel 4, ITV and the BBC.
Terry has also managed several bands
including 12 piece Reggae Band Junior C
Reaction (signed to Chrysalis records in
1985) and promoted his own gigs with
bands such as The Fall, Nico (of Velvet
Underground fame), Pop Will Eat Itself,
The Cocteau Twins, Misty In Roots,
James, Inspiral Carpets and many others.
In 1988 Terry returned to Manchester to
present the 6-9pm slot on Piccadilly/Key
103 .The show became a showcase for the
latest wave of new talent coming up in
Manchester such as The Stone Roses,
Happy Mondays, Inspiral Carpets, 808
State, A Guy Called, The Charlatans etc.
With all the fuss over the next eighteen
months about Madchester, Terry was

5 YEARS OF MAGIC

offered the job of presenting and
formatting a new show for Channel 4
called The Word ( The name came from
the page Terry wrote in The Manchester
Evening News every Friday , covering up
and coming bands from the Greater
Manchester Area).
The first episode of the Word appeared
on TV screens on August 17th 1990 and
for the next five years became the most
controversial and talked about show on
British Television. The show involved
unusual stories , new music (TV firsts for
Oasis, Nirvana, Rage Against The
Machine, The Manic Street Preachers,
EMF, Mary J Blige, Snoop Dogg and many
others) plus major stars of Hollywood
such as Tom Hanks, Sharon Stone, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Hallie Berry Patrick
Swayze, Jean Claude Van Damme,
Leonardo De Caprio, River Phoenix .
After The Word , Terry presented TV
shows on Sky ( The Hitmix ) for three
years and Backchat, The Big City ( Carlton
TV) , The Football Show (Tyne Tees) ,
Hothouse, The G.Spot and Unsigned In

2009. Terry currently presents shows
called ‘ Sunday Worship’ and ‘ The Terry
Christian Big Interview’ , and Live At The
Red Café for Manchester United
Television and a seventh series of ‘It’s My
Life’ was aired in the spring of 2009.

TERRY
CHRISTIAN

The City(Granada), and in recent years
Turn On Terry for ITV ( north west Bafta
nomination) ,six series so far of youth
issues chat show ‘It’s My Life’ for ITV,
which has been nominated for two
Northwest Baftas and two St Martin’s
Trust Awards.
Terry has appeared as a regular guest
on numerous shows including That’s
Show Business (BBC1) , The Politics
Show, The Big Questions, Sunday Live,
Fantasy Football, 8 out Of 10 Cats , Would
I Lie To You, Have I Got News For You,
Room 101 , Watchdog, The Culture Show ,
Celebrity Come Dine With Me , Celebrity
Mastermind , Celebrity Weakest Link and
iis a patron of The Five Stars Charity and
is a regular panellist on The Wright Stuff
on Channel 5. He currently Presents Terry
Christians NWA (North West Attitude) on
Imagine FM 104.9.
He also presented the UK’s biggest
football phone The Final Whistle on
Talksport from August 2006- August 2008,
and the breakfast show on Radio
Manchester from April 2006-June 2007
and the Drivetime show from June2007 to
April 2008 as well as presenting The
Manchester Music show covering new
unsigned talent from the Greater
Manchester Area from January 2002 until
July 2008. He finished second in reality TV
show Celebrity Big Brother in January
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KATRINA

In 1997 Katrina and
the Waves’ ‘Love
Shine A Light’ won
the Eurovision Song
Contest with the
largest ever margin,
followed by an
unprecedented four
consecutive
appearances on Top
Of The Pops and a
Number 3 in the UK
Charts.
The following year,
Katrina and the
Waves split up and
Katrina pursued an
alternative career on
radio and TV. She
was a TV presenter
on Watchdog on
BBC1 with Anne
Robinson and was
then offered her own
show on BBC Radio 2
– where she
presented a threehour show, five days
a week for the next
year and a half. This
was followed by a
stint in musical
theatre, where
Katrina played the
lead role (the
songwriter Ellie
Greenwich) in Leader
of the Pack, singing
some of the songs
that had influenced
her as a young
singer.

5 YEARS OF MAGIC

one of the few women from the 80s who
is still performing and recording.
As a singer, Katrina was inspired by
Motown, Dusty Springfield and girl
groups such as The Shangri-Las and The
Shirelles. In 1983 Katrina and Vince
joined The Waves (a Cambridge based
band with ex Soft Boy, Kimberley Rew)
and she picked up on some of their
musical influences such as Etta James,
Velvet Underground and the Stones.
The band became Katrina and the
Waves, and after two albums and five
years washing dishes she became an
international pop star with the massive hit
‘Walking On Sunshine’, which has
become a timeless summer anthem.
During the same year Katrina and the
Waves were also nominated for a
Grammy for best new artist.
The band toured worldwide with artists
such as Wham, The Beach Boys, Don

Henley, Pointer Sisters, Chaka Khan, The
Kinks, Fleetwood Mac, Coolio and Run
DMC. ‘Walking on Sunshine’ was
followed by more chart hits - ‘Do You
Want Crying’ and ‘Que Te Quiero’ in 1985,
‘Sun Street’ in 1986 and ‘That’s The Way’
in 1989, with performances at Madison
Square Garden, The Mall, Washington DC,
The Marquee Club and CBGBs where
Katrina sang with Joey Ramone. Katrina
was also the featured vocalist on Natalie
Imbruglia’s ‘Torn’and albums made by
Hanoi Rocks and Holly Vallance. She
recorded ‘We Gotta Get Out of This Place’
as a duet with Eric Burden and sang a
guest track on Rick Wakeman’s ‘Return To
The Centre of the Earth’.
This Year Katrina has been working in
London on a Beatles’ album with Kim
Wilde, Toyah and several other female
artists which is due for release later this
year and her EP ‘Spiritualize’ comprised
of recordings from 1999 was released in
May 2011.

In 2006, Katrina put
together a new band
with Darren Loveday
(guitar), Elio Pace
(keyboard and newly
appointed MD of BBC
Radio 2 Weekend
Wogan), Jack Pollitt
(drums), Andy
Coughlan (bass) and
Paul Newton (horns),
performing their first
gig at The Borderline
in London.

KATRINA

Katrina is the former lead
singer of Katrina & The
Waves

In 2001, Katrina
began a solo career,
performing live in the
UK and in Europe
and resumed writing
and recording. Her
first solo album,
'Katrina Leskanich'
was released in
October 2005.

In 2007 Katrina
covered 'Hitsville UK'
on 'The Sandinista!
Project' - a new
compilation and
tribute to The Clash
Sandinista! Album.
And toured Australia
on the Countdown
Spectacular tour and
Norway with Gylne
Tider. Katrina's single
'They Don't Know'
was included on the
Gylne Tider 2 album
which went platinum.
Katrina had a UK club
hit in 2008 with a
dance version of
‘They Don't Know'
and during the last
year she has been
singing as a solo
artist and playing
with her new band in
the U.K. and Europe.
www.
katrinasweb.
com
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ANGIE
BROWN
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Career Highlights
Every artiste needs a
big break and Angie’s
came in the early
nineties when she
was freelancing for
an agency in an
attempt to become
known. Then came
Bizarre Inc. who were
looking for a big
voice to perform their
next track following
the success of
“Playing with
knives”. One audition
and three months
later the “I’m Gonna
Get You” was mixed
and the pre-sales
were 45,000,
it went straight into
the UK National
charts at #17 and
finally rested at #2.

We are excited to introduce Angie
Brown to the Victoria Theatre
this – her performance promises
to unforgettable.
Musical Style
Angie is a true performer, she has the
ability to adapt and change the sound of
her voice to fit most styles of music. Her
years of training both as an actress and
session singer coupled with pure
dedication means her sound goes from
being a very cute nasal one to seductive
sixties sound that is great to hear on pop
songs. The sound that Angie is most
known for though is the all powerful
dynamite house, soul and gospel diva one
which can also translate down to a
beautiful refreshing almost childlike airy
voice but with a touch of smokiness that
works on ballads and jazzier tracks.

“It is amazing to have the opportunities
that keep presenting themselves to me
but the best thing about what I do are the
laughs that come with it. For example
there is the time I had to jump out of a
cake and nearly caught my hair on fire, or
the time I performed in a boxing ring to
about 2000 men and I fell out of the ring
after my show trying to get over the
ropes, definitely not for short girls. Some
of the funniest moments are those that
keep re-occurring like the countless times
I have been on stage and held a note that
broke the equipment bringing the venue
into darkness, or the amount of times I
arrive at venues and can’t get up to the
stage as its too high. Sometimes there’s
more truth to the saying break a leg than
you’d actually think, however
I wouldn’t have
it any other way”

ANGIE
BROWN

www.
freshdjs.
co.uk

With the success of
this track Angie was
able to launch a full
time career as a
vocalist and now
appears sometimes
as a featured artiste
or more recently on
all new projects
actually co-writes
tracks with the DJ or
producer as well as
performs them.
Examples of her work
in more recent times
can be heard on
various labels
including Hed Kandi,
Milk & Sugar and
Mark Knight’s
Toolroom Records.
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CONECRT
TIMINGS

In the presence of the Deputy Mayor and
Mayoress of Calderdale, Councillor Peter
Wardhaugh and Mrs Jennifer Pearson
7:15

7:30
7:35

“music does
bring people
together. It
allows us to
experience the
same emotions.
People
everywhere are
the same in
heart and spirit.”

7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

Getting ready and finding your
seat for the historical event
about to hit the UK – Celebrating
5 decades of music in one night,
to raise awareness for charity
Compere Mr. Terry Christian
welcomes you
And its on with the show...we
take you back in time, starting
with the 1950s
Introducing our first celebrity
performer – Mr. Ricky Valance
We take you to the 1960s
Introducing our celebrity
performer – Mr. Chip Hawkes
We take you to the 1970s
Introducing our celebrity
performer – Ms. Angie Brown

9:00

INTERVAL

9:20

THE WINNERS OF THE CHARITY
DREAMGIRLS – YORKSHIRE’S
GOT TALENT
We welcome back our compere –
Mr. Terry Christian
We take you to the 1980s
Introducing our celebrity
performer – Ms. Katrina
Leskanich
We take you to the 1990s
We introduce our special guests
– original Charity Dreamgirls –
Ms. Lisa Roberts and Mrs.
Hannah Cygan Wrobleski
Thanks from our Founder –
Ms. Kate Hardcastle
THE GRAND FINALE

9:25
9:30
9:50

10:10
10:20

10:30
10:35

5 YEARS OF MAGIC

